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Top Tools and Gear Gifts for Dads this Father’s Day
100 Snap-on gifts under $100
KENOSHA, Wis. (June 7, 2019) – After everything Dad has done for you over the years, show him
how much he's appreciated with these top tools and gear. Snap-on has more than 100 gifts under
$100, perfect for the garage, workshop and beyond. Here are some product highlights:
1) Snap-on® KAMPT16X8G Magna Panel Tray
Help Dad save time and stay organized with the Magna Panel Tray from Snap-on. With a 30%
stronger magnet than most current magnetic tray models, Dad can carry up to 20 lb of tools
from the roll cab to the job site. The dual handles easily slide out for carrying and retract for
convenient storage. The tray’s rubber feet allow it to be placed on any project surface without
scratching or damaging it.
2) Snap-on® ACYMAGPED E-Z Mount Pedestal Stand
This device pedestal kit will last Dad for years with its high-quality aluminum and steel build.
The stand can be mounted on any smooth, flat work area. With the E-Z Mount Pedestal Stand,
a device screen can be tilted to any angle and rotated from landscape to portrait for unlimited,
360° viewing angles.
3) Snap-on® TORCH300 Butane Gas Torch
Give Dad maximum flexibility on the job with the singled-handed design and operation of the
TORCH300. The reliable twin-spark ignition ensures the torch lights immediately every time it’s
used. The torch is both durable and comfortable with its rubberized hand grip. Built of stainless
steel and ceramic materials, the ultrasonically-welded gas tank and robust burner head provide
unmatched durability. The powerful flame length can be adjusted up to 3-1/2" and the selfventing filling valve makes for quick refueling. This hand-held torch can be used upside down
and in windy conditions.
4) Snap-on® ECPNB024-RD LED Penlight with UV Mode
This slim, pocket-sized penlight produces 200 lumens of bright, clean illumination. Its
secondary UV mode provides strong illumination in UV dye inspections. The light features
independent switching for quick access to the light mode of choice and is long-lasting with over
five hours of run time from standard alkaline batteries. The multiple, built-in magnets adhere to
metal surfaces for hands-free visibility and rugged ABS material makes it durable, long-lasting,
and perfect for Dad.
5) Snap-on® JCW80AR Creeper Seat
With its 16-guage, 1" steel frame and high-density foam pad, Dad will have a full day of comfort
on the job with this creeper seat. The caster profile reduces rolling resistance for a smooth ride
and increases maneuverability throughout the shop while multiple, built-in storage drawers
keep frequently-used tools and parts close to the job.
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Find out more about the these and other gift options for Father’s Day by contacting your
participating Snap-on franchisee or other representative, visiting www.snapon.com or calling tollfree 877-SNAPON-4 (877-762-7664).
About Snap-on Tools
Snap-on Tools is a subsidiary of Snap-on Incorporated, a leading global innovator, manufacturer and
marketer of tools, equipment, diagnostics, repair information and systems solutions for professional
users performing critical tasks. Products and services include hand and power tools, tool storage,
diagnostics software, information and management systems, shop equipment and other solutions
for vehicle dealerships and repair centers, as well as for customers in industries, including aviation
and aerospace, agriculture, construction, government and military, mining, natural resources, power
generation and technical education. Snap-on Tools is one of the largest non-food franchise
companies in the world, selling its products and services through franchisee, company-direct,
distributor and internet channels. Snap-on Incorporated, which was founded in 1920, is a $3.7 billion,
S&P 500 company located in Kenosha, Wisconsin, with operations throughout the world. For
additional information, visit www.snapon.com.
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